We decoupled electron-transfer dissociation (ETD) and collision-induced dissociation of charge-reduced species (CRCID) events to probe the lifetimes of intermediate radical species in ETD-based ion trap tandem mass spectrometry of peptides. Short-lived intermediates formed upon electron transfer require less energy for product ion formation and appear in regular ETD mass spectra, whereas long-lived intermediates require additional vibrational energy and yield product ions as a function of CRCID amplitude. The observed dependencies complement the results obtained by double-resonance electron-capture dissociation (ECD) Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS) and ECD in a cryogenic ICR trap. Compared with ECD FT-ICR MS, ion trap MS offers lower precursor ion internal energy conditions, leading to more abundant charge-reduced radical intermediates and larger variation of product ion abundance as a function of vibrational post-activation amplitude. In many cases decoupled CRCID after ETD exhibits abundant radical c-type and even-electron z-type ions, in striking contrast to predominantly even-electron c-type and radical z-type ions in ECD FT-ICR MS and especially activated ion-ECD, thus providing a new insight into the fundamentals of ECD/ETD. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2009, 20, 567-575) 
D evelopment of recent analytical methods for improved peptide and protein structural analysis has been directed by a combination of complementary tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) methods [1] [2] [3] . Particular advances have been achieved as a result of Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS)-based electron capture dissociation (ECD) [4] complementarity to slow heating fragmentation methods [5] , such as collision-induced dissociation (CID) [6] and infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) [7] . In addition to mainly product ion mass-based MS/ MS, product ion abundance (PIA) in ECD is increasingly considered as a new source of information to improve peptide and protein sequencing [8, 9] , quantitative modification analysis [10, 11] , higher-order structure characterization [8, [12] [13] [14] [15] , providing new insights into ECD mechanism [16, 17] , suggesting charge location in peptides and proteins [18, 19] , and indicating routes toward developing a quantitative model of ECD/ETD [15] .
Double-resonance (DR) ECD, with and without ion preactivation, is used to estimate the radical intermediate lifetimes and differentiate between short-lived and long-lived intermediates by monitoring PIA variation attributed to radical intermediates ejection from the ICR trap immediately upon formation [20, 21] . An alternative approach to DR-ECD is to compare ECD fragmentation patterns obtained at room-temperature (300 K) and cold (86 K) ICR ion trap conditions [22] . In cold ICR trap long-lived radical intermediates remain inside of the trap but do not have sufficient internal energy to initiate product ion separation and thus do not contribute to the product ion mass spectrum [9, 22] . In general, long-lived radical intermediates exhibit a higher yield of radical N-terminal product ions, c· ions, and even-electron or prime C-terminal product ions, z= ions than that of short-lived intermediates, presumably as the result of increased probability of hydrogen atom transfer between ECD products [9, 23] . Ion internal energy variation in activated ion (AI)-ECD [24] was shown to influence hydrogen atom rearrangement between ECD products and determine the ratio of radical to prime product ions [9, 21] . Consideration of hydrogen atom loss/gain is important for correct product ion assignment and error-free peptide sequencing in proteomics [23, 25] .
Implementation of electron-transfer dissociation (ETD) in ion trap mass spectrometry further catalyzed application of electron-induced fragmentation reactions in peptide and protein sequencing and post-translational modification characterization [26 -30] . Compared with ECD FT-ICR MS of doubly charged peptides, ETD in ion trap MS typically demonstrates more abundant chargereduced radical intermediates and less extensive fragmentation pattern, indicating lower ion internal energy in ion trap-based ETD than that during ECD in an ICR ion trap [31] . Additional ion activation, or collision-induced dissociation of charge-reduced species (CRCID) [32] enhances PIA in ETD to a substantially higher degree than ion activation in ECD, especially for doubly charged precursor ions. The fragmentation pattern of ETD CRCID performed in ion trap MS seems to correlate with ECD in FT-ICR MS, whereas ETD without CRCID correlates with ECD in a low-vacuum quadrupole ion trap [33] . Indeed, it is believed nowadays that ECD and ETD produce similar fragmentation patterns. Are ECD and ETD truly similar? What method in low-vacuum ETD can be alternative or complementary to the high-vacuum ECD-based methods of peptide and protein structure analysis, such as DR-ECD?
Here, we first present an ETD-based method of distinguishing radical intermediates by their lifetimes as a complement to double-resonance ECD. In the following, we demonstrate the distinct differences in radical/prime PIA ratio between ECD and ETD. We rationalize the observed dependencies as a function of ion internal energy.
Experimental

Sample Preparation
Standard peptides were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Buchs, Switzerland). Peptides LLLLALLLKO K K OH, SDREYPLLIROOH, and a series of HO RAAAAXAAAAKO K K OH peptides-where X is one of O O 20 natural amino acids or a phosphorylated T, Y, or S-were produced by solid-state Fmoc chemistry on an Applied Biosystems 433A synthesizer with further purification by liquid chromatography (Protein and Peptide Synthesis Facility, Biochemistry Department, University of Lausanne, Switzerland). Peptides were dissolved in water to approximately 1 mM concentration and further diluted in a standard spraying solution (H 2 O/CH 3 OH 50:50 volume ratio with 1% HCOOH) to a final peptide concentration of about 1 M.
ETD-based Tandem Mass Spectrometry
ETD/CRCID experiments were performed on an ion trap mass spectrometer (HCTultra PTM discovery system, Bruker Daltonics GmbH, Bremen, Germany) by independent and subsequent application of ETD, CID, or CRCID inside the spherical ion trap [34] . Peptides were electrosprayed using a microfluidic chip-based interface (Cube source, Agilent Technologies, Cheshire, UK) at a flow rate of about 300 nL/min. MS n experiments were performed using either a manual, cutoffbased pseudoisolation of the parent ion, or a standard isolation procedure. Pseudoisolation was performed by applying a radiofrequency (RF) voltage to the ring electrode of the spherical ion trap for 40 ms to force all ions below a certain m/z value (i.e., cutoff or threshold value) to be ejected out of the ion trap. CRCID was done after a manual pseudoisolation of the selected parent ion subsequently to ETD on the doubly charged peptides. ETD reagent anions from fluoranthene were generated in a chemical ionization source (reagent gas: CH 4 ) and injected into the ion trap to react with the stored ionized peptides under defined conditions: 100to 120-ms reaction time for electron transfer, active ion counting mode (ICC), and no additional delay between ETD and CRCID events. The principal difference between typically used automated CRCID (also known as supplemental activation, smart decomposition, or postactivation; subsequently referred to as autoCRCID) and the manual CRCID performed here is characterized by the ability to vary the amplitude of the activation voltage pulse and to isolate singly charged radical species before ion activation, in contrast to multiply charged radical species isolation already used in proteomics [35] . The mass spectra were acquired with a 1-min acquisition period and represent averaging over close to 100 scans; data analysis was carried out using Bruker's Data Analysis (version 3.4) software (Bruker Daltonics).
ECD-based Tandem Mass Spectrometry
ECD and AI-ECD experiments were performed on a hybrid linear ion trap LTQ FT-ICR MS (ThermoFischer Scientific, Bremen, Germany) with a 12 T superconducting magnet (Oxford Instruments Nanoscience, Abingdon, UK). Peptides were subject to electrospray ionization (ESI) with a TriVersa robot using a standard microfluidics ESI chip (5 m i.d. nozzles) from Advion (Ithaca, NY, USA) at a flow rate of about 200 nL/min. Desired charge states of peptide cations were isolated in LTQ (isolation window of 4 m/z) and transferred to the ICR ion trap for subsequent MS/MS following standard procedures [36] . ECD was performed with low-energy electrons for about 70 ms. A CO 2 IR laser was used for AI-ECD at a low power level (Ͻ10 W) and for short periods of time (Ͻ100 ms). To account for ion magnetron motion [37] , variable delay before electron injection was optimized for AI-ECD conditions (taking into account the IR laser irradiation period) and kept constant for ECD without ion activation (no IR laser power). The extent of ion activation was monitored using the radical/ prime ratio of c 5 ions of Substance P as a reference [9] . Data analysis was carried out using XCalibur software (ThermoFischer Scientific). demonstrates distinct differences in fragmentation patterns ( Figure 1 ). ETD directly followed by autoCRCID of singly charged species of charge-reduced radical ions generates a typical ECD FT-ICR MS type mass spectrum of Substance P with z 9 and most c ions present (c 4 -c 10 ) (Figure 1 , top) [19, 37] . As expected [32] , ETD without CRCID produced an incomplete set of c ions ranging from c 6 to c 10 (Figure 1, middle) . In contrast to ETD data, CRCID performed on isolated charge-reduced species produced a series of c ions ranging from c 2 to c 7 and a z 9 ion (Figure 1, bottom) . The amplitude of additional ion activation in manual CRCID was adjusted to produce c 5 PIA comparable with ETD au-toCRCID. Therefore, ETD followed by CRCID may be approximated as an addition of separately performed ETD and CRCID.
Results and Discussion
Decoupling ETD and CRCID for Peptide Analysis
Furthermore, we applied decoupled ETD and CRCID to a number of peptides, including synthetic peptides LLLLALLLKO K K OH (shown in O O Figure 2 ), SDREYPLLIRO R R OH, and a series of RAAAAXAAAAKO K K OH peptides O O (data not shown). Peptide LLLLALLLKOOH is known to produce extensive secondary fragmentation (w-ion formation) under typical ECD conditions (low-energy, ϳ1 eV, electrons) [38] . The autoCRCID after ETD of LLLLALLLKO K K OH results in formation of primarily O O ztype ions with low abundance w 8 Figure 1 , PIA distributions show less sequence-specific cleavages and lower degree of complementarity, presumably attributable to the location of the second charge near the C-terminus and absence of widely separated hydrophobic and hydrophilic sequence regions. CRCID produces higher than ETD yield of secondary, w-type, product ions.
Collision-Induced Activation of Radical c-Ions
Efficiency of subsequent fragmentation of isolated ECD product ions (MS 3 in FT-ICR MS) is typically low because of a low abundance of initial product ion population and further perturbation of a product ion cloud in the ICR trap by ion isolation procedures [39] . Experimental conditions in ion trap mass analyzers allow for higher-efficiency MS 3 analysis even with ETD as a first step ( Figure 3 ) [40] . Lysine side-chain loss (ϳ72 Da) is the second most abundant fragmentation channel in CID of isolated N-terminal c 4 ion (both radical and prime components are present) formed by ETD autoCRCID (Figure 3 isotopically resolved distribution of radical and prime ions in the c 4 -72 ion cluster to demonstrate that fragmentation pattern of CID performed on ETD CRCID products (combined radical and prime components) may be approximated by patterns of CID subsequently performed on prime and radical ETD CRCID product ions. Interestingly, CID on isolated N-terminal c 7 ions from ETD autoCRCID of Substance P produced mainly side-chain losses with no pronounced product-ion formation, demonstrating high stability of the precursor c 7 ions, containing both radical and prime components (data not shown). Previously, CID of only even-electron c-type ions and radical z-type ions was reported [40] .
CRCID Amplitude Influence on Fragmentation Pattern
PIA distributions as a function of CRCID amplitude for the peptides used exhibit similar general behavior of a sigmoidal type (Figure 4 ). The CRCID amplitude indicated in Figure 4 corresponds to the average activation voltage amplitude in peak-to-peak voltage (V p-p ), whereas applied activation voltage was varied in the range 80 -130% of the indicated value according to the logic of autoCRCID ("smart decomposition") technology, in contrast to variation between 50 and 150% in a typical CID experiment. CRCID amplitude 0.0 -0.4 V p-p does not lead to formation of product ions, whereas product ion abundance shows saturation for CRCID amplitude Ͼ0.7 V p-p . Therefore, the CRCID amplitude range 0.4 -0.7 V p-p shows the most pronounced impact on product-ion formation and exhibits a threshold-like behavior at around 0.55 V p-p . For the peptides studied in the current work we observed that the threshold dissociation energy of charge-reduced species does not substantially depend on a peptide sequence as a whole, as indicated by similar threshold values for CRCID amplitude for Substance P and LLLLALLLKO K K OH.
O O However, differences in the local amino acid environment, e.g., bonding energy of the intermediate undissociated [c= ϩ z·] complex (interaction between neighboring amino acids or a specific conformation), produce a slight variation in threshold values for specific production formation (Figure 4 , bottom inset). As presented here, data for ETD CRCID in the spherical ion trap correlate with the previously reported behavior of product ion formation upon ETD CRCID in a linear ion trap mass spectrometer (excitation voltage threshold value of ϳ1 V) [32] .
Complementarity of ETD/CRCID to DR ECD
ETD data presented here can be rationalized similarly to DR ECD and cold Penning trap ECD data analysis [20, 21] . Briefly, the change in PIA as a function of ion internal energy is believed to be peptide conformation dependent. Therefore, PIA distribution in ETD, with and without CRCID, can be considered as a measure of Figures 1 and 2 show a drastic product ion amplitude change between the different regimes of ion activation/dissociation, particularly for Substance P. We include amino acid hydrophobicity distribution along peptide sequence (Figures 1 and 2) , to indicate a possible correlation between intermediate lifetime and amino acid properties [41] . Hydrophobic amino acids are characterized by a lower probability of hydrogen bond formation and may allow facile separation of products after backbone cleavage. Hydrophilic amino acids induce more hydrogen bonds that can presumably contribute to radical intermediate complex stability and require more energy for product separation. The role of the nature of amino acids, such as hydrophobicity, is to be established and requires a focused study.
Previously, ECD-based structure analysis of Substance P suggested dependence of PIA on peptide conformation in the gas phase: ECD in the cold ICR ion trap resulted in formation of only two ions: c 7 and c 10 ; DR ECD suggests an increase in intensity for ions with short lifetimes (c 8 , c 9 , and c 10 ions) compared with that of other c ions and a decrease of c 4 , c 5 , and z 9 ion abundance upon ejection of charge-reduced radical ions [21] . The reported product-ion abundance variation in DR ECD of Substance P, however, was substantial only for c 4 and z 9 ions [21, 42] . In DR ECD we constantly eject radical intermediates with long lifetimes and only short-lifetime intermediates have enough energy for reaction completion and formation of observable product ions [20] . Therefore, performing DR in ECD can be considered similar to transition from ETD with CRCID to ETD conditions: ETD proceeds at low ion internal energy and leads to formation of ions from short-lived intermediates, whereas energy addition during CRCID results in product-ion ejection from radical intermediates with longer lifetimes. Comparison of ETD and CRCID data with DR ECD and ECD in cold trap indicates higher general efficiency of the ETD method (e.g., larger amplitude of PIA variation between two regimes). That is mainly because formation of chargereduced radical intermediates in ETD is about an order of magnitude more efficient than that in ECD, which can be rationalized by lower ion internal energy in ETD versus ECD: first, precursor ions are colder in RF ion trap conditions than in the ultra high vacuum of the ICR ion trap; second, different amounts of internal energy are absorbed by the ion and available for fragmentation upon electron capture versus transfer processes [43] . Therefore, ETD with CRCID allows probing shorter lifetimes of radical intermediate complexes than DR ECD, providing complementarity on the ion internal energy scale. The quantitative measure of the lifetime of radical complexes in ETD with CRCID can be based on PIA dependence on CRCID amplitude (Figure 4 ), but is yet to be established. Finally, colder precursor ions in ETD than in ECD may exhibit a different set of conformations and thus lead to the differences in behavior between DR ECD and ETD with and without CRCID.
Radical Ion Formation Differs between ETD and ECD
Decoupled ETD and CRCID of Substance P clearly separate most of c-type product ions, whereas c 7 ions are abundant in both regimes (Figure 1) . To understand the presence of c 7 ions in both ETD and CRCID we monitored formation of radical and prime (evenelectron) c 7 ions at isotopic resolution ( Figure 5, first  column) . Surprisingly, isotopically resolved radical and prime product ion clusters for c 7 (Figure 5 , right column). The general character of observations for both cand z-type ions has been confirmed for a number of peptides. For instance, a pronounced difference between ECD and CRCID was observed for c 5 ions of peptide RAAAAIAAAAK among other amino acids in this peptide array (Figure 5, second column) . The presence of a phospho-group induces a similar difference between the two fragmentation methods, as demonstrated for c 6 ions of the phosphopeptide RAAAApTAAAAK ( Figure 5 , third column). To our knowledge, purely radical c-type ions and purely prime (even-electron) z-type ions have not been observed previously in ECD FT-ICR MS of peptides and proteins. Apparently, not only for total PIA but also for radical/prime distribution, ETD CRCID is an integration of two reactions: ETD and CRCID.
Formation of abundant radical c ions upon CRCID in ion trap MS, and not upon ECD in FT-ICR MS, can be rationalized by low ion internal energy-enhanced hydrogen atom rearrangement between ETD products or by the difference in conformation folding of a lower ion internal energy peptide in ion trap mass spectrometry conditions. In Substance P, for example, the peptide's N-terminus can be bound to amino acid side chains in its C-terminal part (e.g., strong cationinteractions involving protonated Lys residue located close to the N-terminus and aromatic rings of Phe 7 and Phe 8 ), as previously suggested [22] . However, the probability of a complete hydrogen atom rearrangement to form a c 7 radical ion from a c 7 prime ion may be outweighed by an alternative mechanism of NO N N C O O a bond cleavage directly leading to formation of radical N-terminal and prime C-terminal ions. Although ECD experimental data do not support the latter mechanism, different experimental conditions in ETD may reveal the occurrence of this reaction pathway under lower ion internal energy conditions, corresponding to Pathway II in Scheme 1 in Savitski et al. [23] . Formation of abundant prime z-type ions in CRCID can be rationalized in a similar manner. Resonant electron-transfer processes in ETD arising from specific side-chain interactions with reagent anions may also be responsible for the observed dependencies. Further improvement of our understanding of the ECD/ETD mechanism is needed to address this issue. The influence of amino acid X substitution in RAAAAXAAAAKO K K OH on the ECD/ O O ETD fragmentation pattern as a function of the amino acid nature accompanied by quantum chemistry calculations may provide new insights.
Extended over Substance P and RAAAApTAAAAKO K K OH sequences, the variation of c-type radical/ prime PIA ratio in ETD versus ECD demonstrates distinct discrepancies ( Figure 6 , top). For Substance P in its naturally occurring amide form, ETD versus CRCID and versus ETD autoCRCID produce very similar dependence of the radical/prime ratio for c Figure 6 , bottom right). ETD of both amide and free acid forms of Substance P demonstrate an anticorrelation with the ECD fragmentation pattern when the radical/prime ratio of c ions is considered. Following the ECD model based on consideration of hydrogen atom rearrangement between ECD products in undissociated radical [c= ϩ z·] complex present after NO N N C O O a bond cleavage, the observed dependence may be rationalized through the conformation change between free acid and amide forms of Substance P. The radical/prime product ion ratio dependence for z ions confirms the general character of discrepancies between ECD and ETD product ion formation ( Figure 6 , bottom left). Clearly, for peptide LLLLALLLKO K K OH, O O the abundant radical z 6 ion at residue 3 is a result of CRCID reaction, and not ETD or ECD. Although radical/prime ratio distributions obtained for z ions in ECD and ETD are almost identical, fragmentation patterns in ETD autoCRCID and CRCID demonstrate a drastic change in radical/prime ratio for z ions characterized by one amino acid shift of the maxima toward the N-terminus compared with the ETD experiment.
Conclusions
The fragmentation pattern of a peptide upon ETD with supplemental vibrational activation of charge-reduced radical intermediates (CRCID) can be accurately represented by integration of decoupled ETD and CRCID events applied to precursor peptide dications in MS 2 and products of ETD reaction in MS 3 experiments. Importantly, we demonstrate distinct differences between ECD and ETD radical/prime PIA ratios for both c-and z-type ions for different peptides. Interestingly, CRCID after ETD can exhibit mainly radical c-type and prime (even-electron) z-type ions in contrast to pure prime c-type and radical z-type ions in ECD and especially AI-ECD. Although not favored by previous results, direct formation of c-radical and z-prime ions in ECD/ETD is suggested by current observations and needs further consideration. Differences between ECD and ETD in radical/prime PIA are observed for many but not all peptides studied and further mechanistic investigations are required to reveal their sequencedependent rules.
Similarly to DR ECD versus regular ECD and ECD in cold versus room-temperature ICR trap, decoupling of ETD and CRCID events allows us to distinguish radical intermediates by their lifetimes. Short-lived intermediates require less energy for product ion formation and appear in regular ETD mass spectra, whereas long-lived intermediates yield product ions as a function of CRCID amplitude. The high sensitivity of ion traps and greater abundance of charge-reduced radical intermediates than those of ECD FT-ICR MS provide high method efficiency. Although currently less quantitative than DR ECD, decoupled ETD and CRCID operate on a lower ion internal energy scale, allowing us to identify radical intermediates with shorter lifetimes than DR ECD, probe a different set of peptide conformations in the gas phase, and obtain higher variation in PIA between intermediates with different lifetimes. Quantitative description of radical intermediate lifetimes by decoupled ETD and CRCID would complement the DR ECD method in peptide structure analysis.
